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Abstract
This article deals with analysis of specific social networks
called company networks. These company networks
emerge from interactions between companies, where a lot
of these interactions are recorded by publicly accessible
sources. Our work is designing and implementing methods of heterogeneous sources’ cleansing, aggregation and
integration into comprehensive data model of company
network. Later data transformations for analyses as various projections of company networks are designed, implemented and evaluated. Main part of our work is dedicated
to meso-level structural analysis, mainly analysis of local
structures and local structure pattern detection, where
approaches to large-scale network decomposition and positional analysis of local structures are designed and implemented. All of designed and implemented methods are
experimentally tested on concrete instance of company
network - Slovak Company Network. At the end of thesis
our designed methods are utilized, where local structures
and dynamics of Slovak Company Network are analysed.
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[Discrete mathematics]: Graph Theory—Graph algorithm; I.2.1 [Artifcial Intelligence]: Applications and
Expert Systems—Industrial automation,Office automation;
I.2.m [Artifcial Intelligence]: Miscellaneous
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1.

Introduction

Identification of collaboration between people and companies is complicated and very difficult task. Social network
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analysis (SNA) deals also with this issue. It is even more
complicated if we study specific connections like collaboration between companies. In business environment it
is very important to have overview about these connections. All organizations have their statutory representatives, owners, and partner or stock holders. These are
people who are involved in business and they can be affiliated with organizations e.g. companies. This view gives
us idea to look at company as special social network, affiliate network actually.
Company Networks include Ownership, Partnership Networks and Collaboration networks, in which actors of the
network are defined as well as relationships between them.
On the web we can find a lot of sources containing data
for Company networks (such as ORSR1 , FOAF2 , AZET3
and others), but the output is raw and hardly consistent.
Amongst businessmen the knowledge that Company network can provide is very important. Very interesting in
CN is structural analysis, such as revealing main paths
(as a back bone of the network) or community detection
(collaboration between organizations, sharing or not sharing the same resources) and clustering. With use of these
kinds of analysis we can track down structure, which is
beyond this network.
Unfortunately analysis of complex and unknown relationships is very difficult and usually can be done only the offline way. Data are aggregated in some time interval and
they are analysed using various methods, e.g. network
graph or incidence matrix based methods. Sometimes
these methods remove all dynamic attributes of connections and there are only dominant or obvious features
visible. Despite this in SNA there are usually all time
attributes removed and in data temporal dimensions are
removed too. This can be prevented using several approaches. First of all is to use method of dynamic social
networks analysis. In this case dynamic attributed are included as chronological order a there is possibility to solve
process detection problem. Other option is to project dynamics of actors and connections of network in process of
data transformation (e.g. projection) for SNA, where the
temporal dimension is removed. This approach enables to
utilize certain aspects of dynamics in classical SNA a support of new relationship discovery or presence of certain
data correlation. The last simplest way is to transform
temporal dimension in sort of attributes (weights) of ac1
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tors and connections in process of data transformation
to conform SNA. Due to nature and significance of social
networking data we can divide this data into several types,
in my thesis I will deal with common structural data for
network analysis and then I will incorporate other types
of data to produce comprehensive data model of social
networks.

2.

Company Networks

CN is a complex network, similar to two-mode networks.
It usually distinguishes three types of actors, as well as
three types and several qualities of connections between
actors. Actors represent persons, legal entities (companies, organizations) and agents. All companies (C) must
have its own insertion at District Court (this information is accessible e.g. in national business register). Personal actor (P ) can be any person involved in business;
all persons involved within boards of companies must
have records in insertion of particular company at district court. Sometimes we encounter actors, which have
no insertion in business register, but are mentioned in
insertions of other companies. Although it cannot be decided if somebody is a person or legal entity in this case,
but in matter of fact it has to be one of them. Usually
they are legal entities from other countries. We call this
actors’ type agents. CN differs from classical two-mode
network in following facts. Firstly, it is the presence of
agents as third type of actors, but for now we can omit
them. So we consider two types of actors: persons (P )
and companies (C). Secondly, beside the existence of connections between P and C (relationship of affiliation of P
to C) there is another direct connection between C to C
(C2C connections), which is not common in classic twomode networks.

2.1

Slovak Company Network

Term Slovak Company Network (SCN) represents one
particular instance of Company Network (CN), however
it is used also as a general term for network of Slovak companies in "any form". Terms Slovak Company Raw Network (SCRN) and Slovak Company Collaboration Network (SCCN) are more specific terms which we are using
in this work to express particular instances of SCN in various stages of processing SCN. These terms we will use in
this chapter frequently, where also other terms can appear for various sub-networks or network derivations. All
of them will be explained once it will be used at first time.

2.1.1

Available data

In building of SCN several heterogeneous sources were
used. Data in ORSR are consisted of structural, compositional and temporal features, these data were preprocessed in ITLIS project4 and we acquired them in form
of structured records. These data originate in public accessed sources as Business Register of Slovak Republic
(ORSR), which was hardly collected, aggregated, analysed and integrated within project ITLIS.eu into one social network. As result of these efforts large network was
created, featuring comprehensive data model, which integrates structural, compositional and temporal (historical)
data [1]. A specific structure and samples of the data can
be viewed in Appendix A. From Amadeus database5 we
4
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Figure 1: Comprehensive model in SCRN

retrieved compositional data about 25683 Slovak companies. Using the official number of each company (IČO)
and web crawling technique we were able to find companies in AZET online catalogue and we found entries in
15705 cases (from 25684 Amadeus entries). As a result
of data cleansing and integration of these heterogonous
sources we were able to build data store of cleaned data
and this data are creating Slovak Company Raw Network.
SCRN provides and the initial dataset for our next experiments and trials.

2.2

Comprehensive Data Model

The idea of a comprehensive data model is a reflection
to data needed for different types of analysis. Full data
model consists of structural, compositional and temporal
data. Classic clusterization, categorization and classification algorithms traditionally use compositional data (attributes about categorised entities) [2]. Structural data
are used in many network analyses whether oriented on
individual participants or groups.
Generally, dynamic network analysis is dependent on changes inthe network, and these changes are largely tied to
the time data. Intuitively, we can assume that these types
of data are dependent to each other in some way. Compositional and structural data are properties of individual
actors. It is imaginable that if you create certain position (group of actors defined by structural data), actors
in this position will share certain similarities in compositional data.This idea is also supported by a recent study
that deals with new paradigm in data mining - relational
classification. This classification is based on the attributelinked group classification. It includes group of methods
for classifying instances, which take additionally the attributes of the structural links into account and because
of this additional information they are able to better classify [3].
Temporal data are interesting, because they provide additional information to the structural data (the information
about connecting and disconnecting), they give the history of the individual structural elements (actors, ties)
and a global perspective from which it is possible to deduce the entire evolution of the network. Temporal data
may also exist for compositional data, but we will focus
mainly on support of structural data analysis, where we
have indicated the role of temporal data.
Our data model is actually result of data aggregation from
heterogeneous sources described above. As you can see in
Figure 1 other compositional data are linked with special
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compositional attribute "official number of object" - ICO,
which is legal identifier of company in Slovak republic.
Using ICO identifier we were allowed to precisely match
compositional data from various sources, aggregate and
integrate them into our SCRN network data model. Later
in our work we use this integrated data model as input
for our practical experiments. Basic information about
SCRN you can find in Table 1.

2.3

Collaboration Between Companies

Based on the available data, we start thinking about idea
of companies’ collaboration. If we say that companies
collaborate, we usually mean that they cooperate on the
tasks during a period of time or on regular basis. In our
work we will use only term collaboration in the meaning
described in following paragraph. In Slovak Company
Network we assume, that two companies C1 , C2 (probably) collaborate mainly if:
• companies are tied with direct connection(s) C1 → C2
or vice versa,
• companies share indirect connections to at mutual person(s) C1 → P ← C2 ,
• companies are tied by combination of direct and indirect connections.
We assume, that strength of collaboration between companies is very dependent on the compositional and temporal attributes of connections and this is considered and
elaborated in our projections of company networks.

2.4

Design of Projection

In this section we will present our approach of transformation two-mode (mixed-mode) company network onto
one-mode network using temporal data. In this subchapter we will present design of our original method for projection of company networks with temporal data.
In company networks we have two projection possibilities.
First, we can project CN onto one-mode network of collaboration between person entities. So we take persons as
actors and companies will be analogy of events in the affiliation network described above. In other words company
affiliates all actors and it is supposed that they collaborate
within that company. This projection is quite simple because there are no direct connections between persons and
projected connections are computed only through companies (indirect connections). Second alternative is the one,
which is analysed in this work, where we deal with projection of CN onto company to company (organization to
organization) network. Investigation of relationships between companies is more interesting and also brings a new
problem of combining indirect and direct connections to
projected networks.
In Slovak Company Network (SCN) person to company
(P → C) connections in fact provide indirect connections
(intermediated through the person P). In case there exists connection P → C1 and another connection P → C2 ,
then C1 and C2 are connected indirectly. In SCN we also
have full history of all relationships (connections) between
actors. Every connection has its validity dates: "valid
from" and "valid to". This feature of data allows us consider aging of all connections and create a better projection of network in "current state" and perform data analysis from historical point of view, like study dynamics of
the network or specific company. Due to fact that we have
two-mode network with temporal data, we need to a use

a projection of two-mode network on one-mode network.
In work [4] we define temporal based projection, which
includes all SCN connections (both direct and indirect)
and other specifics of SCN. With inspiration of existing
projection methods mentioned above we can build our formula for our own projection of CN onto one-mode network
taking into account also temporal data. Temporal data in
CN will provide information to handle aging function (as
connection weight) proposed below. After this projection
we will retrieve simple homogenous one-mode network,
which reflects the relationship between Slovak companies
- Slovak Company Collaboration Network (SCCN ).

2.4.1

Connections Aging Function

As connections aging function we decided to use exponential function, because this function exp(x) is at the same
time also its own derivative. The exponential function is
used to model a relationship in which a constant change
in the independent variable gives the same proportional
change (i.e. percentage increase or decrease) in the dependent variable [5]. In our case we use exp(−x) because the
weight of the relationship decreases with increasing time
since the connection became invalid. So aging coefficient
of the connection can be calculated as area of the region
in the plane bounded by the graph of function exp(−x),
which is:

Z
A=

t

e−x dx = −e−t − (−e−s )

(1)

s

where s is age in years of the moment when the connection
started (valid from), t is age of the end of the connection
(valid to), both calculated with respect to the current
moment.
This coefficient expresses aging of relationship in the same
way as the real relationship age. For example we have relationship which exists from the beginning of times and
it still exists at the moment of analyses. The age of such
a connection is ∞ (it started in time −∞) and the age
of the end (i.e. current moment) is 0, the value of aging coefficient for this hypothetical duration of relation
would be equal to 1 (which is the maximal value). Relationship existing now, which started back ten years ago
is valued by 0.99995, but relation which ended a year
ago and lasted for ten years is valued only by 0.36786.
3 years long connection that still exists has value 0.95.
These values indicate that ended connections are quickly
losing their weight (weakening) on current relations between companies. This coefficient reflects also time stayed
in relationship (duration of relationship).

2.4.2

Weighting of Projected Connections

Projection on company to company network consists of
two major steps. First we need to project direct connections. Direct connection means direct relationship between companies (e.g. limited partnership or ownership)
and has orientation (company C1 is limited partner in
company C2 ).
After projection connections will lose their orientation,
because we include also other types of interaction into
the projected connections. Second part namely consists
of evaluation of indirect connections between companies
through the actors (persons). This indirect connection
has naturally no orientation.
We propose that weight of projected connection between
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SCRN
All Actors
Persons
Companies
Agents
All Connections
P →C
C→C
A→C

Table 1: Statistics of SCN
Counts
Valid from
Valid to
Min
Max
Min
Max
735169 1922-11-06 2011-06-02 1946-10-20 2011-07-01
477516 1922-11-06 2011-06-02 1946-10-20 2011-07-01
228820 1922-11-06 2011-06-02 1946-10-20 2011-07-01
28833 1933-10-07 2011-06-01 1990-06-29 2011-07-01
1513211 1922-11-06 2011-06-02 1946-10-20 2011-07-01
1426842 1922-11-06 2011-06-02 1946-10-20 2011-07-01
43439 1933-10-07 2011-06-01 1991-02-26 2011-07-01
42930 1933-10-07 2011-06-01 1990-06-29 2011-07-01

companies Ci and Cj is calculated as:
wpc (Ci , Cj ) = wdc (Ci , Cj ) + wic (Ci , Cj )

(2)

where wdc (Ci , Cj ) is weight based on direct connections
and wic (Ci , Cj ) weight of indirect connections. Weight of
direct connection is
wdc (Ci , Cj ) =

m
X

w(ck (Ci , Cj ) ∗ a(sk , tk )

(3)

k=1

where m is count
R t of all direct connections between Ci and
Cj , a(s, t) = s e−x dx is aging function,
sk = age(start(ck (Ci , Cj ))) is is age of the beginning of
the connection ck and tk = age(end(ck (Ci , Cj ))) is the
age when the connection ck ended. Weight of indirect
connection is calculated as follows:
wic (Ci , Cj ) =

n
X

w(ck (Pk , Ci ) ∗ w(ck (Pk , Cj ) ∗ a(sk , tk )

k=1

(4)
where Pk is person which is involved in creating of indirect
connection (Ci ← Pk → Cj ) is number of all existing
connections between Ci and Cj ,
sk = max[age(start(ck (Pk , Ci )), age(start(ck (Pk , Cj ))],
tk = min[age(end(ck (Pk , Ci )), age(end(ck (Pk , Cj ))]. To
simplify calculation of weights we define w(ck (Ci , Cj ) = 1
and w(ck (Pk , Ci ) ∗ w(ck (Pk , Cj ) = w(Pk ).
Weight w(Pk ) is weight of actor which is connecting two
companies together in the same time and is counted as
w(Pk ) = deg(P1k )−1) , where deg(Pk is max number of connections of actor Pk to companies in the time interval
< sk , tk >. If we combine these expressions above and
simplification of indirect connectionP
weighting, we get the
n
following equations: wic (Ci , Cj ) = k=1 w(Pk ∗a(sk , tk ))
Pn
and wic (Ci , Cj ) = k=1 deg(P1k )−1) ∗ a(sk , tk )).
In previous equations n is number of actors connecting
companies Ci and Cj (i.e. the number of existing "indirect
connections" c(Ci , Pk , Cj ) between Ci and Cj provided by
person Pk ). It means that there exists a connection from
Pk to Ci c(P(k,) Ci ) and simultaneously there exists a connection Pk to Cj c(Pk , Cj ) in the time interval < sk , tk >.
This projection brings new approach in weighting of relationships in projected networks because of temporal data.
It reflects actual state, aging in network and can provide
dynamic analysis of connections. For further navigation
we label this projection method as PR1.

we designed projection of our structural data, we did not
consider possibilities of compositional data utilization in
projection of the network. In our data we can find information about participation of all limited partners in
company. Every company has declared its "initial capital" in business register, at the moment when company is
founded. Every partner in company has to pay his share
of this capital (at the moment it is at least 5000 €). This
share expresses how much he was participating on the creation of the company and he guarantees for the company
with this money (we are talking about limited partnership). As we have these information about actors (and
their shares) and information about actual capital of the
company, we can express the extent of participation of
particular actors in the company. Thus we can use this
information for new "weight" in our projection algorithm.
In our modification we replace the monovalent principle of
connections’ weighting from PR1 and we set w(ck (Ci , Cj ) =
paid capital of Ci in Cj
. This modification of evaluation
all capitalof Cj
changes also the necessary preparation of data. As we
used connections as they were, we were not interested
about the capital and participation. But participation is
also dynamic and can change over time. Thus we needed
to consider this when preparing data for transformation
(projection). If there were changes in participation we
had to split connections with respect to respective time
intervals with different capital structure.
Similar situation is with indirect connections and their
transformation into collaboration ties. In PR1 actors’
weighting (w(Pk ) = deg(P1k )−1) ) was inspired by existing
approaches in affiliation networks [6]. It is usually supposed that if an actor has many ties to other actors, he
cannot participate so well as if he had only few connections. This assumption is not relevant in our case, because
we cannot say, that person’s participation is influenced by
the fact how many companies he is involved in.
In companies this phenomenon is restricted by the fact
that sum of all person’s participation is equal one, thus
there is no need for such weighting. Thus we replace
the weighting of w(Pk ) = w(ck (Pk , Ci ) ∗ w(ck (Pk , Cj )
capital of Pk in Ci
and analogwhere w(ck (Pk , Ci ) = paidall
capital of Ci
ically for w(ck (Pk , Cj ). This participation in capital unifies weighting of persons and companies in this mixedmode network transformation. We label this projection
of SCRN as PR2.

3.
2.4.3

29

Weighting using Compositional Data

As we have declared in SCRN we possess compositional
data about actors and connections. At the moment when

3.1

Company Network Analyses
Granularity of Analysis

Limitations of system (computational) resources, data
sources and nature of the research also limit the range of
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a social network analysis . The features of a local structures may be lost in a large network analysis, thus the
quality (relevance) of information may be more important than the scale for understanding network properties.
Social networks are analysed at the scale relevant to the
scope of research [7]. Although levels of analysis are not
necessarily mutually exclusive when we speak about levels of analyses we distinguish three levels from the top:
micro, meso and macro level [8].
In the micro-level of social network analysis we typically
examine an individual, where we can deeper distinguish
between actor, dyadic, triadic and subgroup level. The
atomic unit of analysis in a social networks is an individual in their social position, i.e., an "actor" or "ego".
Egonetwork analysis focuses on network characteristics
such as size, relationship strength, density, various centralities and it investigates roles such as isolates, brokers
(liaisons) and bridges [9]. At dyadic level we examine
social relationships between two actors, where we may
investigate multiplexity, strength, reciprocity/mutuality
and social equality of the relationship. At triadic level we
may concentrate on balance and transitivity (clusterization) [7].
Meso-level methods of analyses process a population of
size that falls between the micro and macro levels. At
the meso-level we usually distinguish between organisational, randomly-distributed networks and scale-free networks [10]. Company network is organisational network
where formal organizations are social groups that distribute tasks for a collective goal. Research on organisational networks may focus on either intra-organizational
or inter-organizational ties in context of formal or informal relationships. Intra-organizational networks are interesting especially if they are larger organizations with
multiple branches, franchises or semi-autonomous departments [11].
In our case of company network we will focus on interorganisational relationships (direct ties) and deducted ties
from indirect (intermediated via persons) connections between organisations (companies). Later in our research
we will try to verify that our company network accommodates also properties of other types of real networks
such as scale-free networks (e.g. robustness, local structure preservation) and small-world networks (e.g. degree
of vertex separation)[12].
At macro-level analyses generally examines and evaluates the outcomes of interactions between actors in global
scale. For instance "signal propagation" is very good example of macro level analysis of network. At this level
we usually deal with large-scale networks and complex
networks. Term "large-scale" is somehow synonymous to
term "macro-level" which is often used in social sciences
and economics. However you can provide any-level analysis on large-scale network.
In our paper we will mainly deal with meso-level analysis
on large-scale network. Large social networks usually features complex structures, which involve patterns of complex connections between actors. These "patterns" are
usually neither purely regular nor random (organisational
networks). These complex network features are e.g. specific degree distribution, high clustering coefficient, parallel (local) structures and hierarchical structure [12].

Figure 2: Decomposition of network into smallenough clusters (overview)

3.2

Local Structure Analysis

Because of nature of Company Networks (CN), they have
specific feature. They are not very dense, but they have
local clusters, where density is much higher. This implies
that SCN will be characterized by significant local structures. These structures can be detected as local clusters
and we can simplify or speed up the process of determining local structure and local role equivalence definition for this type of network. In other words detection
of such local clusters containing these structures can be
used to simplify and speed up the process of other subsequent network analyses [4]. As first, we will detect local
structures and then we will try to find structural patterns. Next interesting step could be to analyse evolution
of local structures in time. In this subchapter we will
take a closer look on CN and we propose a workflow of
local structure analysis for this specific type of social networks. Presented workflow is composition of weak component clustering analysis, disconnecting of low density
clusters and blockmodeling on local structures.
As we speak about company networks in national scale
we need to propose a way how to retrieve local-business
structures. Idea of our decomposition is to retrieve small
(local) clusters from network. In order to achieve this goal
we need to design such a decomposition, which is decomposing global structure in such a way that local structures
are preserved (so more-less local clusters remain intact).
First thing we have to look after is how much our network
is connected. Using analysis for determining connected
components we will be able to find out, if this network is
weakly or strongly connected. After we can confirm that
this network is neither weakly nor strongly connected, we
can proceed with our decomposition.
We proposed an iterative process of decomposition show
in Figure 2. In the first step (1) we have to decompose
given company network. We are unsure what the structure of network is, but we know it is company network and
there are expected dense local structures. Next step (2)
is to analyse found clusters. At this point if we assume
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that every weakly connected component can be considered as cluster, we can use weak component clustering to
identify components (clusters). As we have our components identified, we need to separate them into small and
large ones. We will use certain bias (usually determined
by ability of subsequent analysis to process) in size to
label the clusters as small and large. Small clusters are
now stacked in a storage (3) and large ones (4) are input
to process of large component disconnection (5). This
processing consists of two steps: we need to rank entities in the large clusters and subsequently remove certain
amount of top ones. For this task we can use several actor or tie measures. The simplest and effective method is
to remove certain actors. The selection we can do based
on entity centrality or weight like in/out degree, total degree, pagerank, betweeness, k-coreness etc. The purpose
is to destroy global structure as soon as possible (in order
to preserve as many as possible from the local structures,
which are kept in small clusters). Thus we need to find
certain edges - “bridges” or certain vertices - “brokers” in
the structures. As good selection criteria seems to be betweeness centrality (vertex or edge betweeness), because
it ranks entities of frequent paths as top ones. We assume
that brokers and bridges are laying on frequent paths in
structure. After step (5) we continue with the next iteration of the process starting with step (1) with the disconnected larger clusters. We iterate the whole process of
decomposition until we disconnect all large clusters into
small ones.
In section above we defined method, where we can obtain
local structures (small clusters) from network in form of
“small” clusters. Now we can visualize them and examine
their structure. As very simple and effective way how to
examine structure of small or medium clusters is to use
positional analysis to determine position in every clusters.
For this task very suitable method of positional analysis
exists and it is called blockmodelling [13].

3.3

Finding Patterns in Local Structure

In this section we will describe our original method of
finding structural patterns in local (parallel) structures
– Local Structure Pattern Mining (LSPM). Prerequisite
to this process of finding patterns is existence of parallel structures, suitable method of large company network decomposition and defined approach to local structure pattern analysis (positional analysis), representation
and equivalency of structural pattern. Analysis of local
structures is a meso-level analysis, in company networks
is commonly important to understand “local business”
to know a wider neighbourhood of a company. We will
focus on positional patterns in company network to understand how CN is built on meso-level (cohesive subgroups of companies). If we define common patterns of
companies’ structure, then we can understand companies’
position within local structure.

3.3.1

Adjusting of Blockmodeling

We have mentioned, that blockmodeling is a useful approach for analysis of social networks, represented as
graphs. As a result, the network is partitioned into typical smaller structures, which helps to identify actors with
particular roles. In this section we propose a specific modification of generalised blockmodeling [14] method in order to cope with valued graphs, which is the representation of our company networks. These modifications will
be utilized next for finding patterns.
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Let us assume that we have CN in form of undirected
valued one-mode network (e.g. company collaboration
network). This fact causes that the adjacency matrix is
symmetrical with respect to its diagonal axis. Each element of matrix represents the weight of connection and
possess real value. Since we do not have a binary relation
Rb ⊆ (A × A)(f : Rb → 0, 1), where it was important only
if connections are present or absent. Now we deal with
valued connections and relation Rv ⊆ (A × A) × R; (f :
Rv → R). This allows us to reduce the number of ideal
block types.
As a natural analogy to null and complete block types
we define υ − complete and υ − null block types, so we
have blocks were each element has value ≥ υ or blocks
with values < υ. Then υ − regular block type defines
a block where all rows are covered with values ≥ υ and
all columns are covered with values ≥ υ. Analogically we
create definitions to υ − dominant, υ − f unctional and
υ − non − null block types (we always consider values ≥ υ
in the definitions of υ − type blocks, exception is υ − null
only).
In our experiments we use own original criterion function
to express the total inconsistency P (C) of partitioning
(fitting empirical blocks of partition C to ideal blocks).
This criterion function is considering all empirical partitions together in order to create best fitting partitioning
of the network. But essential parameter is number of partitions p in the network. Then we express fitness of partitioning F (C) with given n as reciprocal value of overall
inconsistency, so we achieve values in range from 0 (less
fitting clustering) to 1 (max fitness achieved). Considering fact that we use weighting (prioritization) of ideal
blocks, maximal fitness of clustering is achieved if blockmodeling succeeded in fitting all empirical blocks to ideal
υ − complete or υ − null blocks.
Blockmodeling techniques usually use criterion function
to express unfit of partitioning P (created blocks as result
of blockmodeling), in other words it is empirical blocks’
dissimilarity to ideal blocks. In our modified approach we
will use fitness function F (P ) to express fitness of partitioning in respect to ideal blocks.

3.3.2

Local Structure Pattern Mining

For purpose of pattern mining in local structures we designed iterative process of LSPM displayed on Figure 3.
This process extends designed process of LSA (decomposition of large structures). Main idea is in subsequent positional analyses of (small) local clusters. In step (1) our
CN data (0) enters the process as input. Data are analysed for weakly connected components (2). In step (3) for
each component we are using multiple positional analysis
(blockmodeling) to detect partitions in this component.
If we succeed (we found a partitioning of component) we
resolve it with other found partitionings and add it to the
storage of found patterns (4). Resolving of well-fitting
partition means, that process of detection (3) compares
representation of partitioning to found partitionings (patterns) and adds it to the storage, if newly found partitioning is not matching any pattern found before (new pattern is created from this partitioning). If we did not find
a well-fitting partitioning of given component, it is possibly decomposed further (5) into smaller ones and processed again in the same process starting with (1). Step
(5) does not guarantee, that after removal of top ranked
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Figure 4: Process of Local Structure Pattern Mining (overview)
Figure 3: Decomposition of network into smallenough clusters (overview)
connections component will split into smaller ones, however removal of top ranked components can cause that we
will be able to find suitable partitioning on reduced component in next iteration (we actually reduce number of
(unwanted) connections). LSPM is a method which originates in LSA. Good method of LSA is prerequisite to
this method, where main part is decomposition of large
network (Figure 2) with integrated “Pattern detection”
from small clusters.

3.3.3

Structure Detection in Component

To generalize structure in certain component we use positional analysis – our modified blockmodeling approach to
partition component. This partitioning (result of blockmodeling) we can represent as image (reduced) graph. For
this purposes we defined new entities: partition (vertex
in image graph) and partition connection (edge in image
graph). Partition represents a group of companies which
are in the same position within the structure of component. Partition connection expresses ties between positions (ties from companies in one position to companies
in another position).
In Figure 4 we display a process of structure detection if
form of flow chart. At input we provide component C to
examine and hopefully we will find its partitioning P. This
process is iterative, we will start from partitioning with
smaller number of partitions and then we subsequently
continue with increasing number of partitions if the previous partitioning was not sufficient. This iterative process
is watched by variable p which expresses current number
of partitions. The maximal number of partitions is given
by parameter maxPar. At the beginning of each iteration
we have some restrictions for p-blockmodeling: (1) it is
not possible (or has no meaning) to partition very small
components and (2) we cannot process very big components (due to system resources or real-time processing).
Thus after step (1) with result false (i.e. in the case when
component is too small, e.g. a dyad and it has no sense
to blockmodel it) we skip partitioning of this small component (P = null) and remove component from further

processing (C = null) and after step (2) with result false
we skip partitioning (P = null), but we keep component
C for further processing (it can be disconnected to smaller
ones or it can remain connected, but the component will
be reduced and it can fit in next iteration’s step (3)).
If component passes size constraints, which can be different in respect to p (as we partition C into p partitions)
then it enters the process of blockmodeling (3). This process evaluates all feasible partitionings (clusterings) and
outputs the most fitting one in respect to given criterion
function. Fitness of the winner is assigned to variable f in
step (4). Then the value of fitness is evaluated in step (5)
if it is sufficient for current partitioning (different minimal
values are set for various p). If partitioning P is decided
sufficient then P is stored and cluster C is removed from
further processing. If we reach maximum of p (maxPar),
then we failed (e.g. structure is too complex) in finding
of representative structure (P = null) and we keep C for
further processing.

3.3.4

Decomposition of Component

In this section we will describe process of component disconnection. This process is trying to disconnect structure of component by removing its certain connections.
These connections could be “bridges” between smaller
structures. To identify connections which are helping to
disconnect large components but they are preserving local structures we need to define a ranking. Now we will
propose the ranking of connections - step (1) based on
our experience with decomposition.
Our ranking uses multi-criterion weighting of several measured centralities. We define ranking:

P
R(e) =

i

ri (e) ∗ wi
w
i i

P

(5)

where we use i = 4 observed centralities and measures
(partial connection rankings)rbv (e), reb (e), rdw (e), ridw (e)
and their weights. All centralities are measured within
component and their value are min-max normalized. Centrality rbv (e) measures bridge value, which expresses a
distance of shortest path between pair of actors after hy-
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pothetical removal of this connection e (if given connection is bridge than hypothetical path without it is infinite). Centrality reb (e) is common edge betweeness centrality. Ranking rdw (e) is direct weight of given connection e (projected weight) and ridw (e) is indirect weight of
connection e.
To prevent a phenomenon of component’s nibbling we can
introduce punishing factor pF . This phenomenon appears
if all rankings are almost equal and then we might be removing connections from the periphery of the component.
We need to punish connections which are creating isolated
actor(s) after hypothetical removal, thus we introduce:
R(e)∗ = R(e) ∗ pF where pF = 1, if connection does not
create any isolated actor after removal and 0 < pF < 1 if
connection creates isolated actor(s) after removal.
In step (2) we sort all connections by their rankings R(e)∗
and we remove certain amount (usually defined relatively
by “remove ratio”) of top ranked connections. This action
possibly splits the component C into unknown number of
smaller components, which are investigated further in the
main LSPM process.

3.3.5

33

where:
mi,j = 0 if type(bi,j ) = type(bj,i = nul ∨ val,
mi,j = 1 if type(bi,j ) = type(bj,i = dom ∨ f un,
mi,j = 2 if type(bi,j ) = type(bj,i = reg ∨ com.
With representation of partitionings P as image graphs
GI we can compare the image graphs and define selected
groups of equal partitionings as patterns. We can achieve
this with use of graph homomorphism, where we consider
properties of vertices (qualities of partitions). This comparison among all most fitting partitionings is done in
step (4) of Figure 4, where we collect our found structure
patterns.

4.

Experiments

Our first look into local structure of SCN is in unmodified data of SCRN, this experiment EXP0 is investigating presence of local structures. Later in our work we
conduct two important experiments for finding pattern
in local structures: EXP1 and EXP2 with our projected
SCCN Network. For our experiments we need one-mode
networks with all temporal and compositional data included, thus we are doing mentioned projections of SCRN
to SCCN.

Resolving Partitioning as Pattern

After each blockmodeling session on component C we obtain a most fitting partitioning P with fitness f. If this
fitness f is sufficient, we found good-enough partitioning,
that has small dissimilarities to ideal blocks. Now we represent this partitioning P as image matrix MI and then
we create image graph GI .
We can represent this partitioning as image graph, where
vertices are established partitions and connections are resolved connections between them. To measure partition
we can define its relative size in respect to component
defined as: relSize(bi,j ) = dda where da is dimension of
(square) block and d is dimension of the whole adjacency
matrix of particular component. As we can see properties
of certain partition P1 are given by particular diagonal
block b1,1 .
Another property of partition is how much the actors are
interconnected within partition, this property can be ex) where vals is count of
pressed as: density(bi,i = vals
da
elements with value ≥ υ in the block and da is dimension
of this block.
Other way to determine “inner connections” within partition is to consider type of particular block (e.g. complete,
regular, functional) and this considerations we will use in
our analysis. Thus we enumerate relative interconnectedness τ with three values {0, 1, 2}, where: if type(bi,i ) =
null ∨ one then τ (Pi ) = 0,
if type(bi,i ) = f un ∨ dom then τ (Pi ) = 1,
if type(bi,i ) = reg ∨ com then τ (Pi ) = 2.

4.1

Common Local Structure

Our first experiment is constructed to verify if SCN really
contains local structures in experiment EXP0, thus we
will try to demonstrate presence of common local structures (CLS).

4.1.1

Subnetwork C2C LP*

As our relevant data for experiment we select data from
SCRN which are relevant only to “direct” connections
between companies. To be able to conduct our local
structure analysis we prepared dataset called “company
to company limited partnership” sub-network (C2CLP ).
This dataset was created only by selection of direct connections between companies and complies with the following restrictions:
• only company actors were selected,
• only direct connections (from company to company)
were selected,
• only connections of type “Limited partnership” were
selected.

As we have enumerated interconnectedness we can also
enumerate relative size of partition σ with three values
{small, medium, large}, where:
if relSize(bi,i ) ≤ 0.25 then σ(Pi ) = small(S),
if 0.25 < relSize(bi,i ) ≤ 0.5 then σ(Pi ) = medium(M ),
if relSize(bi,i ) > 0.5 then σ(Pi ) = large(L).

The process of selection was influenced by the need of
natural unmodified network, because in or first experiment of LSA we wanted to use as much as possible the
original, unmodified data. Our projected C2C network is
already transformed network, thus we selected only this
direct network (C2C), which data originates directly from
source of raw data – ORSR. Then after brief analysis we
constrained the network by connection quality, because of
two reasons:
• relationship “Limited partnership” has significant share
(circa 93%) of all direct C → C connections,
• it will be more readable and accurate to use only one
type of connection in order to get local structures (it
would be more unclear if we mixed several types of connections).

Now we have defined partitions as vertices of our image
graph GI , in the following paragraph we define image matrix as matrix MI = (mi,j )p×p ; p is number of partitions,

However, connections could be projected from underlying
affiliation network (P → C), in this case they are not
considered [15]. This subnetwork covers only the most
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common type of direct relation in company network –
the limited partnership. Limited partnership means that
a company C1 is a limited partner of company C2 (it
guarantees for company). In practice it means that company C1 (co)created a company C2 with limited liability.
Due to this phenomenon this subnetwork is naturally directed (oriented), thus we can consider orientation of direct C → C connections. To speed up the whole analysis
process, next step is to remove isolated actors and very
simple components like isolated dyads. SCN contains a
lot of these components and they do not create any special patterns in local structure. After removal of isolated
dyads (circa 23% of actors and 32% of connections of C2C
subnet) we created example subnetwork C2CLP ∗ , which
we will use in our experiment (EXP0 ).

4.1.2

Initial Analysis of C2C LP*

As we have our subnetwork C2CLP ∗ prepared we can
start our process of LSA. First thing we have to look after is how much our network is connected. Using analysis
for determining connected components - weak component
clustering (WCC) analysis we found out, that this network is neither weakly nor strongly connected and there
are 2425 weakly connected components.
Result of WCC analysis showed that in our network there
are many local subnetworks disconnected (components)
from main component (the largest component). In other
words it means the network is partially disconnected, which
simplifies local structure analysis.
Problem will be the largest weakly connected component
(11630 actors, circa 46% of all actors in C2C LP*), which
we need to split into smaller components. From logical
point of view, the most effective way is to select such
actors, which connect dense clusters (local structures) in
this component (bridges). For this task removing of actors
with high betweeness centrality (disregarding direction of
connections) proved to be very successful in disconnecting
components in global structure with good enough preservation of local structure in our experiment. To properly
analyse “large clusters” in network we decided to progress
with disconnecting large clusters. Details of this process
are described in the following part.

4.1.3

Getting Local Structure of C2C LP*

First we take C2C LP* network (1) and run weak component clustering (WCC) (2). As a result, the network
was split into clusters (weakly connected components) (3).
After size analysis of created clusters (WC Clusters), we
classify clusters into small (4) and large cluster groups
(5). We use certain size of cluster as threshold; in our
case small clusters are those with size less than 150 actors. Small clusters we keep as they are and then we work
on splitting of large clusters.
As we mentioned before, our C2C LP* network has a
very low density (∼4*10−5 ), and the same property have
also large disconnected components in this network (from
1*10−4 to 5*10−3 ). Opposite to large components small
ones are quite dense (∼1*10−2 ). After first iteration of
clustering we obtained several thousands of small clusters and one mentioned large cluster (46% of actors) (5),
which will be later disconnected while preserving the local
structure, based on the fact about its density (we will obtain local dense clusters). We just need to choose suitable
actors for removal and best method was to use actors’ be-

Figure 5: Stars

tweeness centrality. After removing of only 5% of actors
with highest betweeness centrality this large component
was disconnected into a group of small components, satisfying given condition (6).

4.1.4

Analysing Common Local Structures

After visualization of components we have seen common
structures disconnected or connected in global structures.
Most common components are company centred “star” as
we can see in Figure 5 and “line” component. In graph
theory, a star Sk is the complete bipartite graph K1,k : a
tree with one internal node and k leaves. Alternatively,
star can be defined as a tree of order k with maximum
diameter 2, in which case a star of k > 2 has k − 1 leaves.
We will use term “star” in looser definition as component
very similar to real star. The most typical components in
analysed company networks are the following ones.
One actor centred stars (Figure 5). In most cases stars
connect a company with some other companies as satellites. This structure represents company which had establish many other companies and still preserves limited
partnership in them. Due to this fact we can observe one
central company and affiliates around it. Example of this
structure is company “Sunpharma Slovakia s.r.o.” and its
affiliates Sunpharma 1 – 51 (from which only 10 are active
now).
Two or more actor centred stars (Figure 5). In some cases
two or more companies are creating descendant companies and share limited partnership in them. They share
almost the same amount of connections to their neighbours. This share implies close collaboration in “central”
companies (e.g. “Intrade s.r.o.” and “LJJ s.r.o” they are
limited partners in several common companies – “Intrade
Development, s.r.o.”, etc).
Lines and stars with lines (Figure 6). Remainders of
global structure are visible as part of some kind of lines
or paths. It was usually part of the bridge which was connecting component to the rest of the network. On these
lines many stars may be connected. Line consists mainly
from top betweeness actors. New stars are being created
from new isolates, or along the lines as result of network
growth. Typically lines are created between companies
with big separation, where they are connected through a
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Figure 6: Lines and stars with lines attached

chain of companies (as a part of global structure). Other
examples are companies with certain strategy, where initial company establishes its business, then it found new
company and this next company continues in this way.
Stars with more complex structures (Figure 7). Some
stars are remarkable for their complex structure. In many
cases it has its own hierarchy. This mirrors the fact that
every company has a little bit different strategy of creating own affiliates. Usually such company attracts many
satellites or feature many “tree” structures attached (e.g.
“STAR FARM s. r. o.”).

Figure 7: Complex stars

Other complex structures (Figure 8). From analysed components we can also mention, that some previous structure patterns are merging together and create more dense
structures. Significant is star with partially complex and
partially simple structure, three or more actors’ centred
stars or clusters with k-core in the centre.
Conclusively this analysis proved that SCN contains certain significant local structures, this fact allows us assume that these structures are common in such network
and they share structural similarity. Very frequent “star”
structures (one or more centred) are, where these structures appear in up to 23% of all investigated local structures. Based on this knowledge we will provide next experiments focused on extracting some regular patterns
(and their cardinality in respect to found local structures) in local structures and we will call this process
Local Structure Pattern Mining (LSPM).
In this subchapter we presented proposed workflow of
local structure analysis of the Company network. This
workflow can be accustomed to any network with similar density and local dense structures. This process can
continue with (semi)automatic extraction of acquired positions and structure pattern recognition (LSPM). The
best way seem to be an analysis of these local structures,
extract and understand the patterns (positions and roles)
from them. Next step is to find suitable representation to
store those patterns and compare (check similarity) with
incoming small clusters.

Figure 8: Complex structures
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Figure 10: LSPM Tryout Example

Figure 9: LSPM Manager

4.2

Structure Pattern Mining

This subchapter is dedicated to describe and evaluate experiments based on the designed methods In step of data
selection and transformation we selected all data from
SCRN what means all direct connections between companies (C → C) and connections between persons and
companies (P → C). Using this data we executed projection to 1-MN and obtained projected SCCN. SCCN
is actually weighted company to company network (C2C
P*), which consists of projection of direct connections
from SCRN (C2C D) and projection of indirect connections (C2C ID). Later in this subchapter we will describe
our experiments (EXP1 and EXP2) with two subnetworks
(C2C D and C2C D+ID) of SCCN. Both subnetworks are
logically one-mode undirected weighted networks, where
C2C D contains projected connections from direct connections of SCRN and C2C D+ID contains projected connections from all (direct and indirect) connections of SCRN.
In block relevant data we are referring to these subnetworks independently, because we will examine local structures in comparison to each other (to see what influence
direct and indirect connections have on local structures).
For this purpose we will execute LSPM as part of Data
mining and analysis (6) in SCCN.
As we have described LSPM process includes two technical (sub)processes: one process is decomposition of large
network (disconnecting of network with good-enough local structure preservation) and another process is local
structure pattern detection. We have implemented this
process of LSPM in form of a desktop application - LSPM
Manager, which takes any network as input (in form of
xml files) and outputs found patterns (on screen and also
as xml files). Main window of LSPM Manager is shown
on Figure 9.
Important settings of local structure pattern detection algorithm are levels of blockmodeling, what means that we
will blockmodel up to p-partition (for p = 1, p = 2. . . p

= n). In our experiments we are using 6-levels (n=6) of
blockmodeling. For every level of blockmodeling we need
to specify what size (minSize[p], maxSize[p] from Figure
4) of local structure the algorithm will blockmodel (each
p-partitioning has its own constraints for size). Minimal
size for each level is 6 and maximal sizes have to be nonincreasing sequence (in our experiments 256, 128, 64, 32,
16, 16). Last important setting of blockmodeling algorithm is to specify minimal fitness (minFit[p] in Figure
4) for well-fitting partition for each level. For decomposition of large components we are setting two important
parameters: remove ratio of top ranked entities (in our
case connections) and strategy of ranking (we can select
random ranking or our multicriterion weighting). Multicriterion ranking strategy is based on four main weight
parameters wbv, wbe, wdw and widw which are setting
weights for bridge values, edge betweeness, direct and indirect weights of ranked connections. Additional parameter for penalising peripheral connections pF can be set.
In our experiments we are using equal weighting for all of
the partial connection rankings.

4.2.1

LSPM Tryout

We first tried our application on a small example of company network. Let’s have an example as in Figure 10
(left), this example contains several local structures. We
used our LSPM application on this simple network example and we identified four local structures (marked in the
Figure 10 on the left side).
On the right side we can see “Image graph” representation of resulting patterns. Each node of the diagram
represents partition and each edge represents connection
(strong connection - represented by continuous line or fair
connection - represented by dashed line) between partitions. The size of the node represents relative size of
the partition and shades of grey represent interconnections density within partition. Grey nodes represent very
strongly interconnected partitions (a lot of connections
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Figure 12: Results (Patterns) #1-5 as Image
Graphs from EXP1

Figure 11:
EXP1

Most occurring pattern (right) in

between companies within this partition) and white nodes
represent partitions of companies, which are not connected
to each other.

Figure 13: Results (Patterns) #6-10 as Image
Graphs from EXP1

Partitioning images of local structures from our example
can be represented by three mined patterns (in the Figure 10 on the right side). Pattern A represents specific
structure of 16 companies, where there are two companies (two companies marked by arrow on the left) in the
centre of the image graph represented by vertex S2. Both
companies are strongly connected to small group of four
companies marked by two dashed lines. These four companies are represented by vertex S0, which is connected to
S2 by solid line (solid line = strong connection). Remaining connected partitions are other peripheral companies
(medium group of 8 companies – M0) and more distant
periphery of 4 companies. This partitioning fits to generalized ideal blockmodels with precision of 0.8, thus it
means it is not completely precise.

more analysed structures per found pattern as it was in
EXP1. Different in this experiment is that distribution
of partitionings to patterns is more regular (as you can
see in Table 3, first two patterns are covering 5% of partitioning each) and ten most frequent patterns are covering
almost 25% of all partitionings.

Partitioning (pattern) B (60 companies) is more complex
structure with the following identified positions: there is
a small group of companies, that has connections to other
small group of companies and this group has connections
to large group of companies. This partitioning fits to ideal
blockmodels with precision of 0.9 and represents partial
hierarchical structure (3 levels of hierarchy). Last pattern
C (avg. size of 9 companies) represents two local structure partitionings and it represents most common local
structure type - a “star”. This pattern fits perfectly on
both structures.

4.2.2

LSPM Experiments

In our experimental verification of structural patterns we
have conducted experiments EXP1 and EXP2 to find and
quantify types of structures that we have found in LSA
experiment – EXP0. As you can see in Table 2 input for
EXP 1 was projected C2C D subnetwork of SCCN and
input for EXP 2 was projected subnetwork C2C D+ID.
In case of EXP1 we were able to analyse 756 suitable
(well-fitting partitioning) local structures, from which 302
patterns were resolved. Partitioning to pattern ratio is
about 2.5:1, which practically says that each third partitioned component was recognized as some type of pattern.
From these more than 21% of partitioned components are
represented by pattern #1 (see Figure 11) and almost 39%
of all resulted partitionings are represented by ten most
frequent patterns as we can see from Table 3.
In case of EXP2 we analysed 2995 suitable local structures, from which 1013 patters were resolved. Ratio of
partitionings to resolved patterns is 3:1, which is slightly

4.2.3

Interpretation of Resulting Patterns

In Figures 12, 13, 14, 15 we can see ten most often occurring patterns from our experiments EXP1 an EXP2.
In case of EXP1 first pattern actually represents a “star”
(one company or more company centred), where there is
strongly inter-connected small group of companies and
these companies have connections to the companies in
other position. As we can see we obtained common local
structures from LSA (experiment EXP0) as patterns in
our LSPM experiment. Pattern #2 is some kind of “star
with more complex structure” as we described in Figure
8. Patterns #3, #6, #9 and #10 are representing variations of structures similar to “start with lines” described
in Figure 6. Remaining patterns are representing other
complex structures as in Figure 8.
In EXP2 first two patterns are presenting only 10% of all
obtained results, which is little bit less, than we expected.
This is caused by the fact that addition of indirect structure increases complexity and connectivity of local structures. One interesting effect of these indirect connections
is that they connect companies in partition, which are
not interconnected in the original CN. That’s why we can
see simple pattern of one strongly connected cluster as
the most occurring pattern from EXP2. It is imaginable
that a lot of “stars” from EXP1 changed into strongly connected cluster (up to k-core) with addition of indirect connections in SCCN. These strongly connected clusters are
represented by Pattern #2 in Figure 14. Several of “stars”
remained unchanged as Pattern #7. Lot of “stars with
lines” changed their structure, mainly by adding connections within position, thus partition changed from sparse
connected to strongly connected as Patterns #1, #9 and

Figure 14: Results (Patterns) #1-5 as Image
Graphs from EXP2
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Table 2: Experiment EXP1 and EXP2
Input
Output
(Sub)Network
Connections
Partitionings Patterns
C2C D
Direct
756
302
C2C D+ID
Direct & Indirect
2995
1013

LSPM
EXP1
EXP2

Order
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Occur.
161
54
14
12
12
10
9
8
7
6

Table 3: Experiment EXP1 and EXP2
EXP1
EXP2
Avg. Fit. Avg. Size Ratio
Occur. Avg. Fit. Avg.
1.0
15.7 21.3 %
148
1.0
0.9
6.8 7.1 %
146
1.0
0.9
6.2 1.8 %
75
1.0
0.9
25.7 1.6 %
68
0.9
0.9
8.5 1.6 %
61
1.0
0.9
6 1.3 %
55
0.9
0.9
6 1.1 %
53
1.0
0.8
8 1.1 %
42
0.9
1.0
8.3 1.0 %
42
0.9
1.0
14.5 0.8%
42
1.0

Size
7.2
7.3
6.9
6.4
6.5
6.8
10.0
6.8
7.1
7.9

Ratio
5.0 %
5.0 %
2.5 %
2.3 %
2.0 %
1.8 %
1.8 %
1.4 %
1.4 %
1.4 %

Figure 15: Results (Patterns) #6-10 as Image
Graphs from EXP2

caused by damaging other (not so robust local structures,
e.g. stars) and then they are recognized as other patterns. Cardinality of mined patterns is distributed more
regularly (due to randomness in decomposition) and first
two patterns represent only 6.7% (103 occurrences – 3.7%
and 84 occurrences – 3%) of all partitionings (against 10%
in EXP2).

#10. But in projected network still exist structures of
stars with line as we see them as Pattern #6, kind of #3,
#4 and #8. From other complex structures two new interesting dense patterns emerged – Pattern #5 and #10.
In #5 there is a central cohesive small group which have
ties to two separate but strongly inter-connected groups
of companies.

In this section we experimentally tested our designed method of advanced local structure analysis. As we can see
SCN features significant parallel local structures, which
are present naturally and they are also present in our projected company network. Later we verified importance of
proper decomposition method, where we experimentally
revealed signs of robustness in SCCN network. Robustness is feature of real network models.

4.2.4

4.3

Decomposition Strategy

Dynamics of SCN

Let’s consider for a moment different setting in the process of LSPM on C2C D+ID. We perform EXP2 with
changed strategy for network decomposition, thus we set
in Figure 9 decomposition settings: Strategy not multicriterion but random pick (we will select entities randomly –
EXP2’). This will allow us to compare our decomposition
strategy with decomposition based on random removal
and we will see if our network is robust against random
entity removal.

It is true that our projection of SCN enhances the projected information and makes it easier to view and analyse
the structure characteristics in the network. But this projection also allows us (with utilization of temporal data)
to conduct analysis of time snapshots of the network in order to get view of dynamic characteristics in this network.
In this subchapter we will deal with dynamic analysis of
SCCN and draw from usefulness of our designed method
of projection.

In Table 4 we can see information about EXP2 and EXP2’
experiments. We can notice that number of used decompositions (component decompositions) almost tripled in
the process of EXP2’ in comparison to EXP2. This increase in decompositions is caused by inability to properly disconnect large clusters, thus we needed much more
tries. However even with random decomposition we were
still able to find local structures. These structures come
mainly from smaller and medium clusters. Found resulting patterns from EXP2’ are significantly smaller in cardinality and also order changed. As you can see the very
dense structures (first two in Figure 14) are still the most
frequent, this is caused by the fact that these dense structures are very robust against random changes. In EXP2’
we were able to find little less local structures (2804) but
the number of patterns slightly increased (1062). This is

One of the important parameters of temporal projection
of SCN is the “now” date (i.e. date for which the snapshot should be generated). This date represents a time of
projection, so the age of the connections is calculated to
this time. Setting of this parameter allows us to create
infinite amount of snapshots of SCN in time. In our last
experiment EXP3 we have created 23 “year snapshots” of
SCN as projected C2C network, where first snapshot is
documenting state before the year 1990 and next snapshots are generated for subsequent years, always to the
date of 1st January in the year. The snapshot y1990 reflects state of the network at the end of the year 1990 (on
31st of December 1990 inclusively). Using these snapshots we calculated several statistics which describe some
aspects of dynamics.

4.3.1

Snapshots of Projected SCN
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EXP2’
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Table 4: Random pick in component decomposition (EXP2’)
Input
Process
Output
(Sub)Network
Connections
Strategy
Decompositions Partitionings Patterns
C2C D+ID
Direct & Indirect Multicriterion
1096
2995
1013
C2C D+ID
Direct & Indirect Random
2968
2804
1062

Figure 16: New connections per year

Figure 19: Projected network - data downsizing

Figure 17: Ended connections per year

Figure 20: Snapshot projections – example of
state of live connections

Dynamics of Connections in SCN

Evolution of Slovak companies and business made breakthrough in 1990, where lot of dynamic changes started in
business area. To this time relationship was really steady
and no significant connections between companies were
observable. From this time changes in ownership of companies and collaboration between companies increased in
their number.
In Figures in this section we can see statistics about connections in SCN. In Figures 16 and 17 we can see time
dependency of creating and terminating connections of
all types (any kind of connection of person actor P to
company C or company C1 to company C2 ). Amount of
these connections in SCN are represented by continuous
curve, these are common new entries or changes in Business register of Slovak republic. From these connections
projected connections are calculated as direct and indirect
connections between companies.
Progress of creating projected connections between com-

Figure 18: Growth in number of connections per
year

panies is depicted as dashed curve in Figure 16. Conclusively these “Overall” connections (continuous line) can
be transformed into company to company connections by
projections (dashed line). As you can see number of new
“overall” connections per year are steady, but transformed
(projected) C2C connections increase in amount rapidly
as time goes. This is caused by the fact that the number
of new companies is not increasing as fast as the number
of new connections (connections are made between existing companies mainly by indirect connections). That
means that with increasing number of new connections
the companies are more connected to each other (network
is denser).
In Figure 19 we can see comparison of overall connections
growth and projected C2C connections growth. The situation is just opposite as it was in creation/termination of
connections. The dynamics of overall connections growth
is fluctuant (you can see rapidly decreased growth in years
1999-2003) but C2C connections are quite solid. This
shows that even if a lot of connections is created or terminated in SCN, the projected C2C Network does not
change rapidly. This might be caused by the fact that
lot of changes in ownership, management and other relationships of companies usually does not affect so much
collaboration between companies.
In Figure 16 we can see amount of connections, which
were created in particular years. Overall connections mean
number of connections in original SCN and C2C are connections from snapshots. In Figure 17 there is depicted
amount of terminated connections during that year (connection was created before that year). Graph in Figure
18 describes “netto” increase of connections from year to
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year, which in fact reflects number of newly created connections (in that year) minus connections which ended.
Graph in Figure 19 shows decreased number of connections in projected network in time snapshots. C2C Network (continuous curve) is network in original (not projected) C2C network. Projected C2C Network (dashed
curve) represents projected one-mode C2C Network.
In Figure 20 there are shown all projected connections in
snapshots and connections with certain weight in snapshot to demonstrate the effect of aging of connections. As
we see due to the connections’ aging effect the number of
“live” connections does not grow as fast as the number of
all connections.
In this section we briefly analysed dynamics of Slovak
Company Network, where we utilised our projection of
SCN and created snapshots of SCN in time. From the results of analysis we can conclude that SCN is a type of the
growing network and also features robustness, thus natural termination of connection (due to changes in business
or legal changes etc.) does not change SCCN Network.

5.

Conclusions

Nowadays social network analysis is rapidly developing
field of study. Every day large number of new datasets
emerges from social behaviour of social entities. With
technical development methods of data collection new social networks can be created and stored. Knowledge discovery and data mining in social networks can bring a lot
of useful information and knowledge. This information
or knowledge can be utilized in various fields like marketing, scheduling, logistics or security. New types of social
networks bring new types of network structures and new
aspects of analysis. These new networks can be in form
of one or more-mode networks, where there is often need
of projection to one-mode network. One-mode network
can be very helpful in analysis of network structure. We
know that it is difficult to structurally analyse large-scale
networks and in company networks the global structure is
not as important as the local structure. Thus we proposed
specific method of local structure analysis.
In this paper we introduced problematic of social networks and their analysis in general. We elaborated analysis of specific social networks - company networks and
we pinpointed specific meso-level analysis - local structure analysis. We identified several aspects of company
network analysis from data preparation through transformation and network decomposition to local structures
analysis.
In our work [12] we achieved several goals in particular:
1. We created a comprehensive data model for company
network, aggregated several sources of network data.
2. We designed temporal based projection of company
networks. In our considerations of temporal projection we
built on with well-known and commonly used approaches
to projections (projections by Newman and Opsahl) and
we executed experiment with this projection (PR1). Later
we combined our method of projection PR1 with specifics
of company data (compositional features) and created improved method PR2 and we executed experiment with
projection PR2.
3. We conducted local structure analysis on our specific
instance of company network to show significant (common) local structures - corresponding experiment EXP0.

4. We created a method of advanced local structure
analysis "local structure pattern (parallel local structure)
mining", where we presented our design of this pattern
detection process. In this advanced method we utilised
common centralities and introduced new measures to support large company decomposition in order to get local
structures (good local structure preservation). In order
to achieve this goal we used our method of decomposition and we integrated it into LSPM process. In order
to create representation of patterns in local structures we
proposed modified method of specific positional analysis
- blockmodeling.
5. We analysed dynamics of Slovak Company Network,
where we utilised temporal projections (time snapshots).
All of the proposed original methods were experimentally
evaluated on concrete real world network - Slovak company network. Our main contribution is obtaining of new
knowledge about company networks especially our Slovak
company network. Until now we did not registered any
projections or local structure analysis of Slovak company
network, however there are known visualisations of Slovak company network in projects like FOAF, ITLIS and
a few others. We contributed mainly with design of analysis methods which can be accustomed to any other networks with similar properties (large-scale real networks
with dense local clusters). Hopefully this knowledge will
allow other researchers to conduct a lot of other interesting experiments on their own.
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